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Abstract—A branch of green networking research is consoli-
dating. It aims at routing traffic with the goal of reducing the
network energy consumption. It is usually referred to as Energy-
Aware Routing. Previous works in this branch only focused on
pure IP networks, e.g., assuming an Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) control plane, and best effort packet forwarding on the
data plane. In this work, we consider instead Generalized Multi-
Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) backbone networks, where
optical technologies allow to design “circuit switching” network
management policies with strict bandwidth reservation policies.
We define a simple and generic framework which generates a
family of routing algorithms, based on an energy-aware weight
assignment. In particular, routing weights are functions of both
the energy consumption and the actual load of network devices.
Using such weights, a simple minimum-cost routing allows finding
the current least expensive circuit, minimising the additional
energy cost. Results obtained on realistic case studies show that
our weight assignment policy favours a consistent reduction of
the network power consumption, without significantly affecting
the network performance. Furthermore, the framework allows
to trade energy efficiently and network performance, a desirable
property at which ISPs are looking for. Simple and robust
parameter settings allow reaching a win-win situation, with
excellent performance in terms of both energy efficiency and
network resource utilization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance and penetration of Information and Com-
munication Technologies (ICT) in today living is a matter
of facts, with the Internet gluing together all the devices
we own and paving the way for the communication society.
The proliferation of connected devices impacts on the human
footprint on the environment, with several reports indicating
ICT as one of the major increasing causes of energy consum-
ption [1], [2]. Even if not agreeing on the exact figures, all the
estimations underline the importance of the problem, and on
the urgency of reducing the environmental impact of the ICT
sector. Continuously increasing energy costs are also pushing
players to reduce the power consumption of ICT technologies.
This surged a large effort to greening ICT technologies, and
the Internet in particular [3], [4].
Considering backbone networks, power efficiency is a grow-
ing concern as core node capacity and density are constantly
driven to new heights. Vendors are quickly offering new
solutions in which each single chip, interface, line card and
node is designed to reduce its energy footprint. Overall, each
element can operate at several “power-states”, corresponding
to different switching and transmission capacities. That is,
energy consumption of elements becomes a function of the
offered load. As such, routing traffic demands such as to min-
imize the overall power consumption becomes an important
part of network management.
Differently from previous works, in this paper we focus on
“circuit switched networks”, e.g., modern networks in which
the GMPLS-enabled backbone [5] offers dynamical setup of
virtual circuits with Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees.
In this scenario, customers generate connection requests, or
“tunnels”, with a specific QoS requirement in terms of band-
width and possibly delay. When processing a new request,
the network control plane has to find a suitable route, and, if
found, requested capacity is allocated on the data plane for
the duration of the request. In case no path can be found,
the connection is blocked. Traffic is thus specified in terms
of circuits, that are born, stay active for some time, then are
terminated. This kind of solutions are currently foreseen as
best candidate for backbone networks to exploit the benefits
of optical networks while reducing the complexity of the per-
packet switching costs [6]. They enable cost-effective service
delivery, and flexible traffic management.
The current GMPLS framework is considered to be the
emerging control plane solution for future optical networks [6].
The main functionality that the GMPLS control plane offers
in optical networks is the dynamic establishment and tear-
down of end-to-end optical connectivity. GMPLS currently
does not include any mechanism to take into account energy
consumption parameters when identifying end-to-end paths or
disseminating the status of network elements with respect to
their power consumption. Actually, the standard operates in
the direction to define an energy-aware control plane enabled
by energy-aware routing algorithms and signalling as well as
by specific energy optimisation mechanisms.
What is missing is the application of energy-aware routing
algorithms to the GMPLS control plane suite. We propose
a novel methodology which extends the Path Computation
Element architecture [7] with the objective to minimise the
overall energy consumption of inter-domain/intra-domain op-
tical networks, ensuring the agreed QoS.
To this extent, our work aims at investigating how to extend
the previous finding to include energy efficiency in the circuit
switching framework. We conduct extensive simulations by
considering real scenarios, modelling an actual ISP topology
and power consumption figures derived from actual network
elements, therefore providing realistic experiments.
Results show that the proposed weight assignment enables
to include power consumption efficiency at the control plane.
Results show that up to 60% of energy consumption can be
easily achieved without significantly affecting the network
utilization. Furthermore, by setting weights in a proper and
intuitive way it is possible to easily obtain a win-win situation
in which both energy efficiency and network performance are
maximised. This strengthen the proposed framework, making
it a simple, intuitive and efficient proposal that can be easily
and quickly implemented by extending the current GMPLS
framework.
The paper is organised as follows: Section II describes the
state of the art of Energy-Aware routing. Section III reports
the description of the algorithm. Section IV details the realistic
case studies considered for the algorithm evaluation. Section
V presents the simulation results, and discusses the sensitivity
of the results to the algorithm parameters. Section VI analyses
hybrid routing policies. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Routing based on minimum-cost path algorithms and lever-
aging on linear combinations of different routing weights has
been proposed in the past. Yet, all proposals focused on the so
called “QoS-routing”, i.e., looking for the route that maximises
the QoS [8]. Energy consumption was not taken into account
in any of the previous works to the best of our knowledge.
The only work that indirectly could consider energy-aware
weight assignment is [9]. The authors propose a context-
based path-selection algorithm for multi-radio systems, in
which the routing weights of links are computed with the
objective of minimising self interference, or maximising the
network coding throughput. Network energy consumption is
not explicitly taken into account, but the proposed framework
is supposed to be extended also for other contexts. However,
the resulting solutions are not intuitive.
In the context of pure packet switched networks, different
green network management policies have been proposed.
Solutions range from centralised omniscient algorithms [10],
[11], to distributed on-line algorithms [12], [13]. We address
the interested reader to [3], [4] for a complete overview. While
centralised solutions suppose the perfect knowledge of all
current traffic flows in the network, in distributed solutions,
single network devices change their working state (e.g., by
switching off some interfaces) and the traffic is routed on
the network portion which remains active. In both cases, to
the best of our knowledge, solutions to compute the set of
link weights corresponding to the desired flow allocation are
missing.
In general, centralised solutions considering packet switched
networks analyse a “snapshot” of the network traffic and
compute a proper flow allocation to reduce the network energy
expenditure. A circuit switched network accounts, instead,
for independent connection requests that asynchronously ar-
rive at the network and need to be allocated on end-to-end
circuits at their arrival. In this context it is hence possible
to take into account only the current state of the network
elements (e.g., their traffic load) in order to compute the
best path to accommodate a new connection request, in order
to minimise the network energy consumption and satisfy
the QoS requirements. This difference reflects the different
concept driving our solution with respect to the ones present
in literature: proposed solutions for packet switched networks
(e.g., [11]) try to periodically reroute the carried traffic to
minimise energy consumption. This will result in the circuit
switched network context in rerouting the allocated circuits at
every new traffic request arrival, resulting in a non affordable
complexity and lost of QoS. This is why we instead directly
route new connection requests using the set of devices which
express the best trade off among available capacity and energy
consumption, naturally leaving devices idle when not needed.
Note that previously allocated flows are not rerouted in any
case.
III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
A. Modelling Assumption
We model the communication network as a directed Graph
G(V,A). V is the set of vertexes, whose elements i ∈ V
represent network nodes, e.g., GMPLS routers. A is the set of
arcs, whose elements a = (i, j) ∈ A represent communication
links, e.g., physical interfaces of given capacity.
We consider a circuit switching network, where a con-
nection (or GMPLS tunnel) request r arrive at random time
intervals, originated at a source node s(r) ∈ V , and destined to
node d(r) ∈ V . Connections request a bandwidth amount b(r),
and hold for τ(r). The connection request may be rejected if
there are not enough available resources in the network at the
arrival time. If the connection request is accepted, it is routed
over the minimum cost path.
Every link a is associated to a cost, i.e., a routing weight
w(a). Routing weights are defined on administrative bases,
following the intuition that the higher the cost associated to a
link, the less likely the link is chosen to route traffic. The cost
c(ps,d) of the path ps,d is defined as the sum of the routing
weights assigned to the links being part of the path:
c(ps,d) =
∑
(i,j)∈ps,d
w((i, j)) (1)
A proper setting of the routing weights is the key instrument
of network management to achieve better network perfor-
mance, and to reduce the network power consumption. In the
following we propose a dynamic routing weight assignment
to choose the best path.
B. Link Weight Model
While considering a connection request, the routing weight
w(a) is associated to each link a on the basis of the following
equation:
w(a) = Aρ(a) +B∆P (a) + C (2)
where: ρ(a) is the load on link a, ∆P (a) is the increase in
the power consumption caused by the eventual routing of the
request on link a. A,B,C are non-negative multipliers used
to tune and define the desired kind of routing1. In particular,
the 3 following special cases are of relevant interest:
• A = 1, B = C = 0: Least Loaded Path (LLP) routing,
i.e., a routing aiming at selecting the minimum congested
path;
• A = 0, B = 1, C = 0: Pure Green Path (PGP)
routing, i.e., a routing aiming at selecting the lowest
power consuming path;
• A = 0;B = 0, C = 1: the classic Shortest Path (ShP)
routing.
Finally, Hybrid schemes can be generated by tuning
A,B,C to trade among energy saving and network utilization.
C. Modelling Nodes and Linecards
To take into account node energy consumption and load
into the path computation, we perform a transformation of
G(V,A) as follows. We explode each node as in Fig. 1 by
introducing two virtual nodes, i′ and i′′, connected by a virtual
link v = (i′, i′′). The new link v has load ρ(v) and power
consumption P (v) profiles equal to the one of the original
node (i.e., i). This procedure allows node characteristics to be
naturally accounted in the Dijkstra’s algorithm, when link v
is added in the path.
Formally, we consider hence for the path selection proce-
dure an edited graph G′(V ′, A′). For each node i ∈ V , the
set V ′ is including the two nodes i′ and i′′. For each arc
a = (i, j) ∈ A, the set A′ is including the arc (i′′, j′). Finally,
for each node i ∈ V , the set A′ is including the arc (i′, i′′).
As a consequence, a connection request from node s to node
d in G, corresponds to a connection request from node s′ to
node d′′ in G′. The cost of the path is then simply computed
as in Eq. (1).
This process can be used to include the cost of other
elements by transforming them into virtual links and nodes.
For example, “virtual” links can be added between a node
linecard and the corresponding node, to account for the
linecard load level, and power consumption. This procedure
may be needed if, e.g., a node is equipped with multiple
linecards, that aggregates several physical ports.
1A and B are pure numbers, while B has the physical quantity of
[Power]−1. As ρ(a) is a rate in percentage and ∆P (a) a Power, w(a)
results in a pure number. The multipliers are also responsible for the scaling
of the equation elements, as ρ(a) ∈ [0, 100], while ∆P (a) may have a much
wider dynamics, and C is usually set to 1 for hop count.
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Fig. 1: Node duplication to account for network nodes in the
path computation procedure: the real network devices mapped
in the G graph (on the left) and their representation in the G’
graph (on the right).
D. Routing New Connections
When a new connection request has to be routed, the
network management procedures computes the weights for
each element of the expanded graph G′. The traditional
minimum cost path is computed, e.g., by running the Dijkstra’s
algorithm. Ties are broken by selecting one path at random
among the minimum cost paths. A standard culling pre-
processing is run so that those elements that do not have
enough capacity to accommodate the request are given an
infinite weight to exclude them from the calculation.
When considering the Pure Green Path routing, w(a) =
∆P (a). The path computation corresponds to an execution
of the Dijkstra’s algorithm in which the non-negative weights
correspond to the increase in the network power consumption
in the case in which the selected request is routed through the
corresponding network device. Since the Dijkstra’s algorithm
returns the path corresponding to the lowest sum of routing
weights, the resulting path will be the one corresponding to
the overall lowest possible increase in the network power
consumption2. Therefore, the Pure Green Path routing results
to be the optimal choice for the routing of the new request3.
IV. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
Performance of the described algorithm has been evaluated
considering a network scenario representing the real infras-
tructure of a national ISP in Italy. The considered network
topology follows a typical hierarchical design, as reported in
Fig. 2, in which five levels of nodes are present: Internet
peering point, core, backbone, metro, and access nodes.
The core level is composed by few nodes densely inter-
connected by high-capacity links, and offering connectivity
to the Internet by means of peering nodes (labeled as “In-
ternet” in Fig. 2). Going down in the hierarchical levels, the
number of nodes increases, while the link capacity decreases.
Access nodes represent sources and destinations of traffic,
2We assume P (a) to be an increasing function of a - see Sec. IV
3Note that the selected path is optimal under the current conditions and may
no longer be optimal when other traffic requests are allocated, or previously
allocated traffic requests are terminated.
Fig. 2: Representation of the ISP network topology.
offering those nodes connectivity to end customers. Metro
nodes aggregate the traffic coming from different areas in
large cites or towns. They are assumed to be edge between
the GMPLS enabled backbone, and the traditional packet
switching technologies offered by access nodes. Metro nodes
are interconnected to the core nodes by means of high capacity
backbone nodes. Optical links are used, with different capaci-
ties depending on which nodes they interconnect. We assume
all but access nodes support GMPLS switching, with the core
and backbone nodes supporting direct optical switching as
offered by optical cross connects technologies.
Links between access and metro nodes and between metro
and backbone nodes are assumed to be up to 10 Gb/s. Links
between backbone and core nodes are assumed to be up to
40 Gb/s. Finally, links between core nodes are assumed to be
up to 100 Gb/s. Further details on the network scenario are
described in [11] in which however, the routers are assumed
to be packet switched nodes, i.e., IP routers.
A. Traffic Model
For simplicity, we considered in our simulations only the
GMPLS-enabled four higher hierarchical levels of the con-
sidered network, not accounting for the access nodes. In the
resulting network scenario, the metro nodes and the Internet
peering point are the only sources and destinations of GMPLS
tunnels.
Connection requests are generated considering a Poisson
process, with mean arrival rate equal to λ and duration expo-
nentially distributed with a mean of T s. Tunnels requests are
associated to a source and a destination node, uniformly cho-
sen among the metro node set and the Internet peering point.
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Fig. 3: Dynamic power consumption models considering dif-
ferent status distributions. Red curves refers to linear scaling,
black curves to cubic scaling.
This simple traffic matrix reflects the symmetry properties of
the topology, which has been designed to balance traffic among
metro nodes. Each connection is characterised by a requested
capacity that we assume to be uniformly distributed between
bmin and bmax. In the following, we assume bmin = 0.5Gb/s,
bmax = 1.5Gb/s, T = 100hours. λ results then the only free
parameter that defines the offered load to the the network.
Tunnel requests for which it is not possible to find a path
which guarantees the requested capacity result blocked.
B. Static Power Model
To evaluate the network power expenditure, we model
the network devices considering real node and component
power consumption figures, considering measurement results
from Alcatel-Lucent. In particular, we consider the switching
capacity of GMPLS routers as described in [11]. Each node is
built by aggregating those network components listed in Tab. I
so that the correct number of components are selected to match
node desired peak capacity. Each node requires fan, power
supply, Equipment Controller (EC)4, Shelf Controller (SC)5,
switching fabric (matrix), and the number of linecards and
interfaces to match the desired capacity. Static and dynamic
power consumption of each node will thus change based on its
configuration. Power consumption figures correspond to actual
values measured experimentally on Alcatel 1850 TSS-160C
Transport Service Switch.
The node power consumption accounts for all the GMPLS
router common components, up to the linecard. The link power
consumption accounts for the interfaces and includes optical
transceiver costs. For instance, a network node equipped with
4The EC provides the hardware resources (physical interfaces) and the
SW functionality (protocol stack) required for the communication between
Network Element and Management system (OS, craft terminal, etc).
5The SC provide the resources to support the SW functions related to the
control and management operation of the boards. As the SC is involved in
critical activities (for instance EPS), it is 1+1 protected.
TABLE I: Power consumption figures for different network
components.
Component Description Bandwidth Static Dynamic
(Gb/s) Power (W) Power (W)
NODE TSS160C
Common Part FAN 320.0 30.0 0.0
Common Part Supply 320.0 50.0 0.0
Common Part EC 320.0 20.0 0.0
Common Part SC 320.0 18.0 0.0
Common Part Matrix 1 320.0 100.0 50.0
Common Part Matrix 2 320.0 100.0 50.0
Line Card 1 2x10 Gb/s 20.0 30.0 20.0
Interface SFP 1x10 Gb/s 10.0 20.0 10.0
Line Card 2 10x1 Gb/s 10.0 30.0 20.0
Interface SFP 1x1 Gb/s 1.0 5.0 5.0
a single linecard with two 10 Gb/s interfaces results in a
static power consumption of 348 W, and a dynamic power
consumption of 120 W. The two links, once active, have a
static and dynamic power cost of 20 W and 10 W, respectively.
C. Dynamic Power Model
We consider network devices consuming a static power
share - as computed above - as soon as they are switched
on. The dynamic power consumption share is assumed pro-
portional to the offered load level. As described in [14], the
dynamic power consumption share is split into “steps”, ac-
counting for different possible working states. Due to physical
constraint, only a limited number of possible power-capacity
states can be implemented in actual devices so that a step
function relates device load to device power consumption, as
sketched in Fig. 3. We assume that up to 12 working states can
be defined, as described in [14]. An interesting question is the
usefulness of 12 power states, e.g., what if only 6 or 2 power
states are offered? In our power model, we thus consider a
variable number of working states, ranging from 2 to 12 to
answer the previous question.
Two different power vs. load curves are considered: a
“linear” function, in which all steps are equal, representative of
current devices, and a “cubic” function, in which state power
consumption is following a cubic profile, as representative
of network technologies adopting Dynamic Voltage Scaling
(DVS)-like solutions. An example for the two different distri-
butions, considering different number of states, is reported in
Fig. 3. For instance, the “3 states” curves are characterised by
the presence of 3 working states: an idle state, characterised
by 0 dynamic power consumption - 0 capacity; a low power
state, characterised by a dynamic power consumption lower
than the maximum (i.e., 50% assuming linear scaling function,
and 12.5% assuming cubic scaling function), but able to
carry an amount of traffic smaller or equal to 50% of the
device capacity; and a full working state, characterised by the
maximum power consumption, and able to carry an amount
of traffic smaller or equal to the device capacity.
In the following, we compare linear and cubic power-
capacity functions to allow to investigate which are the benefits
and impact of different technological constraints, e.g., the
presence of DVS technology.
TABLE II: Default values of the simulation parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value
Number of Nodes |V | 113
Number of Links |A| 396
Connection request arrival rate λ 1 hour
Average call duration T [10:600] hours
Connection bandwidth interval bmin − bmax 0.5-1.5 Gbps
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Fig. 4: Network power consumption, considering different
weight assignment policies.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The proposed algorithms have been implemented in a cus-
tom event-based simulator, written in C language. The sim-
ulator code and input description are available upon request.
Events correspond to tunnel request arrivals and teardown.
Each simulation corresponds to a 100 days period of sim-
ulated time (corresponding to about 2400 connection requests
per node on average), over which results are averaged, after
excluding the warm-up period of 10 days. For each value,
10 simulations have been executed with different seeds. We
report the average values among the 10 runs, together with
the corresponding 95% confidence interval. Table II recaps
the main scenario characteristics and the default values of the
simulation parameters.
As a first step, we evaluate the total network power con-
sumption when considering the three pure weight assignment
policies, i.e., Least Loaded Path, Pure Green Path, and Shortest
Path. Fig. 4 reports the corresponding network power con-
sumption, normalised with respect to the maximum power
consumption reached by any scenario, versus average call
duration, i.e., for increasing offered load. The power consum-
ption model uses 12 different states, and power consumption of
devices grows linearly with their offered capacity. In order to
evaluate the network performance, we report the percentage
of blocked calls for each of to the three weight assignment
policies. Results are reported in Fig. 5.
As expected, both the total power consumption and the
blocking probability are monotonically increasing with net-
work offered load. The Least Loaded Path performs poorly in
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Fig. 5: Blocking probability considering different weight as-
signment policies.
terms of energy saving since it tends to spread tunnel requests
on all possible paths thus quickly turning on all nodes and
links. This results in a steep increase of the power consumption
figure even at light load, caused mostly by the static power
consumed by devices when turned on. The power consumption
then flattens, with small increases due to load increase on
devices which causes the dynamic power consumption figure
to grow proportionally.
Notably, the Pure Green Path policy is able to achieve the
lowest power consumption among the three policies, saving
between the 30% and the 60% of power with respect to the
most power-hungry Least Loaded Path policy. This is thanks
to its preference to route new requests on possibly longer
paths in which capacity is still available prior to turn on new
elements. Only in case the capacity of already active elements
does not allow to accommodate new requests, the Pure Green
Path policy starts activating new paths and devices. This causes
the energy consumption curve to face a second transient phase
with steep growth (since the static power is higher than the
dynamic power). This is reflected in the second part of the
curve, for average call duration higher than 200 hours.
The Shortest Path policy power consumption curve follows
a similar trend to the Least Loaded Path one, even if the power
consumption is much smaller. In this case, the Shortest Path
policy ignores both load and energy state of links, thus blindly
taking always the same paths, ignoring possible longer but
less congested or expensive paths. This is confirmed by the
blocking probability curve in Fig. 5. It shows that the Shortest
Path policy starts blocking new connection for values of the
offered load much smaller than the one at which the Pure
Green and Least Loaded routing starts blocking calls.
To support this intuition, we compare the network per-
formance considering the load distribution on links. Results
are reported in Fig. 6 considering an average call duration
of T = 100hours, for which call blocking probability is
negligible for all algorithms. For each policy, Fig. 6 reports the
average load of links, sorted by increasing load. Notice how
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Fig. 7: Power consumption per connection, considering diffe-
rent weight assignment policies.
the Shortest Path concentrates the load on few bottleneck links
which results thus congested and cause connection blocking.
Some links are never used. On the contrary, the Least Loaded
Path tends to spread traffic more evenly on more links. This at
the cost of turning on all links. The Pure Green Path routing
is carefully choosing those links that, being already powered
on, allow to accommodate the requests without the need to
power on other resources.
At last, to fairly compare the power consumption achievable
by the three policies at the net of the blocked calls, we evaluate
the power consumption per call, i.e., the total network power
consumption over the total number of accepted calls. Results
are reported in Fig. 7, and show that also in this case the Pure
Green Path policy is able to guarantee the lowest possible
power consumption among the three. Note how the saving per
call is very significant for low values of offered load. Given
future GMPLS optical networks are expected to work under
light load, this result supports for the choice of Pure Green
Path routing.
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variation of the number of power states, considering the cubic
state distribution.
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Fig. 9: Impact on the network power consumption of the
variation of the number of power states, and their distribution.
A. Impact of Variation of the Number and Distribution of
Power States
We evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the variation of
the number of power states, and to their distribution (i.e., linear
or cubic function of the offered capacity). This analysis aims
at better understanding which direction should the constructor
take in the design of network components, especially from the
point of view of the number of power states to be included, and
their distribution (i.e., the scaling technology to be adopted).
We consider only the Pure Green Path routing here.
As a first step, we evaluated the power consumption re-
sulting from the application of the Pure Green Path policy to
devices with a variable number of power states. We assume
the energy cost grows cubically. Results are reported in Fig.
8, for different average call duration. Power consumption is
normalized as before with respect to the maximum power
consumption among all scenarios. Fig. 9 compares the power
consumption resulting when considering linear or cubic dis-
tribution of power states with respect to the offered capacity.
Also in this case, power consumption values are normalised
with respect to the maximum computed power consumption
for ease of comparison.
Results show that i) an increasing number of states is
beneficial for the reduction of the network power consumption,
but after a certain granularity, ii) the achievable reduction of
the extra power saving strongly decreases. For instance, the
gain reached with only 5 states is practically identical to the
one guaranteed by adopting a finer grade adaptability. Similar
findings have been presented in [15].
Considering the linear or cubic distribution of power states
with respect to the offered capacity, a minor impact is ob-
served, independently from the number of power states (Fig.
9). This is due to the limited impact that the dynamic power
consumption has compared to the static power cost that has
to be faced when turning on the device.
B. Effects on the Average Path length
We evaluate the weighted average path length resulting from
each policy, as an indicator of the end-to-end delay. We weight
the length of the paths by the amount of traffic they are
carrying, as discussed in [16]. Being R the set of all the traffic
requests in the considered period, and L(ps,d) the length of
the path ps,d, in number of hops, the weighted average path
length results as:
L =
∑
r∈R b(r)L(ps(r),d(r))∑
r∈R b(r)
(3)
Results for increasing average call duration are reported in
Fig. 10. 12 power states following a cubic distribution are
considered here. Consider first the Pure Green Path policy.
Results show that, after network load of about T = 200hours,
the residual capacity becomes a scarce resource and the routing
reacts activating longer paths. A similar behaviour is shown
also by the ShP routing policy, as it starts filling the shortest
paths, and only after they are saturated it starts looking for
longer alternatives. The effect is mitigated in this case by
the increasing number of blocked calls, and by the fact that
minimising the path length is the primary goal of this routing
policy. On the other hand, the LLP policy starts initially by
spreading the traffic among all the available paths, including
very long ones, while, with increasing load, the amount of
tunnels routed on long paths becomes negligible, as they are
less likely to be available. The average path length for the
LLP policy becomes even shorter than for the other policies
after a given network load. This is because - for high network
loads - the calls suffer blocking with the other policies. Fig. 11
reports results for varying number of power states, confirming
that this metric is independent from the number of considered
power states.
VI. HYBRID ROUTING
Eq. (2) allows to easily build possible hybrid policies. In
particular, it is interesting to observe which are the trade-
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Fig. 10: Average path length considering different weight
assignment policies, for increasing average call duration.
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Fig. 11: Impact of the number of power states on the Average
Path Length, for increasing average call duration.
offs among energy efficiency, and blocking probability, i.e.,
between Pure Green and Least Loaded routing. We considered
C = 0, as the Shortest Path policy has shown worst perfor-
mance. This allows us to simplify the evaluation by fixing the
parameter B = 1, and by evaluating the performance when
varying the value of the parameter A.
Intuitively, when the value of A is low, the Pure Green
Path behaviour is predominant, as Aρ(a) << ∆P (a); for
big values of A, the Least Loaded Path behaviour becomes
predominant, as Aρ(a) >> ∆P (a). For intermediate values,
we expect hybrid schemas to be generated. Fig. 12 reports
the normalised power consumption for growing values of the
parameter A. The power consumption model uses 12 different
states, and power consumption of devices grows linearly with
their offered capacity. An average Call Duration of 500 hours
is considered here. Results reflect the expected behaviour, with
network power consumption growing for increasing values of
the A parameter. Notice that large values of A are needed to
allow the load component to become the predominant part of
the weight in Eq. (2).
For the same scenarios, Fig. 13 reports the variation of the
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Fig. 12: Impact on the network power consumption of the
variation of the parameter A.
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Fig. 13: Impact on the call blocking probability of the variation
of the parameter A.
blocking probability. It shows a rapid dropping of the rate
of blocked calls for increasing values of the A parameter.
Blocking probability stabilises to the value corresponding to
the Least Load Path routing, for A > 10 (see Fig. 5). This
results in the routing algorithm to prefer avoiding increasing
power consumption and then choosing the least congested path
among the minimum extra energy cost paths.
To verify this statement, Fig. 14 reports the normalised
power consumption for different network loads and for diffe-
rent Hybrid algorithms. As we can see, curves corresponding
to increasing values of the parameter A gradually approach the
curve corresponding to the Least Loaded Path policy (reported
for comparison purpose in Fig. 14, by a solid blue line),
starting from the Pure Green Path policy (see also Fig. 4).
Notice the marginal extra energy consumed when selecting
A = 10, a case in which the blocking probability is already
minimised.
We can hence gauge the trade off corresponding to a proper
tuning of the parameters of Eq. (2), i.e., A = 10, B =
1, C = 0. For the considered network scenario, the Hybrid
algorithm is able to provide the same saving guaranteed by
the Pure Green Path policy, on the one hand, and the same
minimum blocking probability guaranteed by the Least Loaded
Path routing, on the other hand. This allows to obtain a win-
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Fig. 14: Impact on the network power consumption of the vari-
ation of the parameter A, for different average call duration.
win situation in which both energy efficiency and network
utilization are maximised. Note that the selected parameter
tuning, i.e., A = 10, B = 1, C = 0, behaves exactly
as the Pure Green Path policy for low loads (i.e., average
call duration T ≤ 100hours), while gradually trades small
amounts of energy to achieve the low blocking probability of
the Least Loaded Path routing, for increasing network loads.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, for the first time to the best of our knowledge,
we considered the problem of the design of energy efficient
network management algorithms considering the circuit ori-
ented paradigm as offed by GMPLS backbone topology, in
which tunnel requests can be routed on the minimum cost
path. We designed a simple and novel framework which allows
the definition of a family of routing algorithms, based on the
definition of a cost function that weights traffic load, energy
cost and path length. Hybrid routing policies can be easily
defined; they allow trading between power consumption, on
the one hand, and network performance, on the other hand.
Some ingenuity is required to include the node cost so that
their energy consumption can be taken into account during
the minim cost path computation.
The defined routing policies have been evaluated over a
realistic network scenario, considering different power models
reflecting different technological scenarios. Thorough perfor-
mance evaluation shows that the proposed framework allows
to considerably reduce the power consumption of GMPLS
backbone networks, without practically affecting the network
performance, and to easily tune the achievable energy saving
as a function of the required network performance.
We are currently working in the implementation of the pro-
posed framework in the GMPLS testbed available at Alcatel-
Lucent laboratories.
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